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The purpose of the work is on the basis of theoretical analysis and own experimental research, to scientifically substantiate, develop theoretical and methodological foundations of corrective-preventive technologies concept in physical training of adults with MSS functional disorders in order to improve their health-forming orientation.

Methods. The analysis and synthesis of scientific and methodological literature and Internet sources data were carried out with the purpose to establish work priority directions, determine problematic questions on prevention and correction of MSS functional disorders of adults in the process of physical training. Sociological research methods (interview and questionnaire). Empirical research level (pedagogical observation, pedagogical physical fitness testing that is the determination of general endurance level, strength endurance of torso muscles, force endurance of upper extremities and backmuscles, spinal column flexibility, movements speed development, hip joints mobility and hamstrings elasticity, movements static body balance; pedagogical experiment). Biomedical methods (anthropometry – examination of adult persons was carried out by standard equipment according to the conventional and unified methods of V. Bunak in the modification of E. Martirosov; using the Pinnier index was determined the type of body structure; photography and posture analysis of students was done using the “Torso” program; visual screening of the posture biogeometric profile was carried out with the help of express control card. Results. During research there was developed the prevention and correction concept of musculoskeletal system functional disorders of adults in physical education process, distinctive features of which is the management methodology construction, taking into account the individual features of their posture biogeometric profile, including theoretical and practical components. The practical component included corrective and prophylactic technologies. Conclusions. For theoretical concept provisions realization, we have developed prevention and correction technologies of MSS functional disorders of adults in physical training process. The purpose of technology is justification and implementation of corrective-preventive measures aiming at correction of MSS functional disorders, students physique in physical training process taking into account their biogeometric profile level to improve its health-forming orientation.
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Introduction and analysis of recent researches. Caring about young generation health is an urgent problem in modern society [1, 4, 8, 14]. The deterioration of student youth health poses a serious social risk. In the context of modern trends of social and economic development, educational paradigms modernization, which in aggregate predetermine innovative processes in higher education, becomes of particular importance. Numerous studies conducted in recent years [1, 2, 11, 13] confirm the mass character of musculoskeletal system (MSS) functional disorders of students. Due to urgency of the problem, Ukrainian specialists have substantiated various innovative technologies, methods and programs for the prevention and correction of MSS functional disorders of student and adults [3, 5, 7, 11]. It should be noted the work of A. Alyoshina [1], which substantiates the concept of prevention and correction of MSS functional disorders of children and young people in the process of physical education. At the same time, the tendency of increasing number of students with MSS functional disorders shows that the scientific and methodological providing of work with this category of people is falling far behind time requirements and have further need for methodological, organizational and practical substantiation.

The purpose of the work is on the basis of theoretical analysis and own experimental research, to scientifically substantiate, develop theoretical and methodological foundations of corrective-preventive technologies concept in physical training of adults with MSS functional disorders in order to improve their health-forming orientation (on the basis of students sample).

Research materials and methods. The analysis and synthesis of scientific and methodological literature and Internet sources data were carried out with the purpose to establish dissertation work priority directions, substantiate theoretically object and subject of research, determine problematic questions on prevention and correction of MSS functional disorders of students in the process of physical education. Theoretical analysis of scientific and methodological literature data (analysis and synthesis, generalization, induction and deduction) made it possible to determine the main directions of research issues, its relevance, purpose and tasks. Sociological research methods (interview and questionnaire). Empirical research level (pedagogical observation, pedagogical physical fitness testing that is the determination of general endurance level, strength endurance of torso muscles, force endurance of upper extremities and back muscles, spinal column flexibility, movements speed development, hip joints mobility and hamstrings elasticity, movements static body balance; pedagogical experiment). Biomedical methods (anthropometry – examination of adults was carried out by standard equipment according to the conventional and unified methods of V. Bunak in the modification of E. Martirosov, using the Pinnier index was determined the type of students’ body structure; photography and posture analysis of students was done using the “Torso” program; visual screening of the posture biogeometric profile was carried out with the help of express control card [11]. The method of expert evaluation was used during the expert evaluation of certain factors importance by determining their rank in descending order of importance (preference method); in mathematical statistics methods we used descriptive statistics, sampling method, factor analysis we used to study the factor structure of physical development, physique and state of biogeometric student posture profile.

Results and discussion. According to obtained data, only 33.0% of first-year students have a normal posture. At the same time, we found negative tendency of reducing the number of students with normal posture from the first to the fourth year: in the second year the number of students with a normal posture was already 28.8%, in the third year – 21.6%, in the fourth year – only 19.8%. Such postural disorders as “scoliotic posture” and “round back” herewith dominated.
The visual screening results of students’ posture helped to determine its biogeometric profile level. First of all, 71.1% of the first-year students with normal posture were characterized by a high level of biogeometric posture profile, and 28.9% - by average (Table 1).

The negative tendency of reducing students posture biogeometric profile level from year to year has been established.

According to test exercises results, which characterize the spine flexibility, hip joints mobility and the hamstrings elasticity, upper extremities and back strength endurance, body muscles strength endurance, the strength endurance of forearm flexor muscles, static body balance, in first-year students with normal posture for the number of indicators there was observed a significant differences compared to the data of students with different MSS functional disorders and low posture biogeometric profile level (p <0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Posture biogeometric profile level</th>
<th>Posture type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal post.</td>
<td>Flatback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-st year (n = 115)</td>
<td>n = 38</td>
<td>n = 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-nd year (n = 108)</td>
<td>n = 31</td>
<td>n = 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-rdyear (n = 97)</td>
<td>n = 21</td>
<td>n = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-thyear (n = 81)</td>
<td>n = 16</td>
<td>n = 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to obtained data, in first-year students with normal posture and high biogeometric profile posture level the torso angle (α2) was on average equal (1.66 ± 0.57)°, in third-year students this indicator was statistically higher (2.25 ± 0.63)°, and in fourth-year students it was on average (2.49 ± 0.32)° (p <0.05).

The calculations prove that the asymmetry blades angle (α6) had the following average indicators (X ± s): in first-year students – (1.92 ± 0.41)°, that is significantly statistically less (p <0.05) than in third-year students (2.47 ± 0.58)° and fourth-year students - (2.76 ± 0.42)°.

It should also be noted that the comparative characteristics of students data with normal posture and students with scoliotic posture and round back showed statistically significant differences (p <0.05) between the values (p <0.05) of goniometry indices of their body, indicating the negative tendency to students angular characteristics deterioration from course to course.

During the pedagogical experiment, we distributed the students of 1-4 courses by physique type. It was found that the most students had mesomorphic somatotype at each
course (in the 1st year – 63.41%; 2nd year – 58.82%; 3rd year – 60.08%; 4th year – 60.38%); 14.63% of 1st year students, 15.69% of 2nd year students, 15.87% of 3rd year students and 18.87% of 4th year students had ectomorphic somatotype; 21.95% of 1st year students, 25.49% of 2nd year students, 19.05% of 3rd year students, 20.75% of 4th year students had endomorphic somatotype.

The distribution of 1st year students according to posture type indicated that normal posture was observed in 11.76% of ectomorphic somatotype students. Posture distribution of students of this type was as follows: 11.76% of students with rounded and flat back, 29.41% – round back, and 35.29% – scoliotic posture (Fig. 1).

![Fig 1](image)

**Fig 1.** Distribution of 1st year students with different body structure according to revealed functional postural disorders (n = 92):
- roundback; – normal posture; – rounded back; – flat back; – scoliotic posture;
1 – ectomorphic type; 2 – mesomorphic type; 3 – endomorphic type

In the experimental study it was determined that among students of mesomorphic somatotype normal posture was observed in 27.45%, 9.8% of students had round back, 33.33% – rounded back, 15.69% – scoliotic posture, and 13.73% – flat back. It should be noted that in endomorphic somatotype students the most had round back – 41.67%. At the same time, 20.83% of students had normal posture, 12.50% – rounded back, 16.67% – flat back, and 8.33% had scoliotic posture.

During further research, we determined the state of students’ biogeometric profile, depending on their posture and structure type. The distribution of 1st year students with different body structure according to their posture biogeometric profile level made it possible to establish that students with normal posture had a high level, students with rounded back and scoliotic posture were usually characterized by low, and with round and flat-by-average posture biogeometric profile level.

During the study there were observed physical fitness peculiarities of students of different physique depending on the posture violations. It should be noted that students with endomorphic flat-back somatotype had the lowest value of indicators of physical fitness compared to students of other physique types and postural disorders.

For theoretical concept provisions realization, we have developed prevention and correction technologies of MSS functional disorders of youth in physical training process (Fig. 2)
The purpose of technology: justification and implementation of corrective-preventive measures aiming at correction of MSS functional disorders, students physique in physical training process taking into account their biogeometric profile level to improve its health-forming orientation.

Tasks of technology:
1. Increasing the efficiency of physical training process in the direction of MSS functional disorders correction, students physique taking into account their biogeometric profile level.
2. Increasing the biogeometric profile level of students posture with MSS functional disorders and different physique types.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of Corrective-Prophylactic Technologies of Physical Training of Students with MSS Functional Disorders

3. Increasing the physical development and physical qualities level of students with MSS functional disorders and different physique types through modern athletic gymnastics means in physical training process.
4. Form a clear motivational orientation and reinforce the students’ persistent need for regular exercise.
5. Increasing students’ theoretical knowledge level and practical skills of health technologies using in the direction of physique correction and MSS functional disorders.

The correct biogeometric posture profile is considered by us in the context of students harmonious physical development, and any violation of it is the first indicator of changes in different human body systems functioning. According to the scientific community [10] deviation of physique components from optimal values negatively influences both physical and mental student youth status.

In literature both in Ukraine and abroad, there are quite a lot practical developments concerning the problem of students physique correction in physical training process. Scientific researches analysis on the above mentioned socially important problem has shown that, despite considerable attention of experts, there was reviewed insufficient development of students physique correction technologies in physical training process taking into account posture biogeometric profile level. The above problem is compounded by the fact that posture functional disorders are among the most common abnormalities in student youth musculoskeletal system.

Scientific literature analysis showed [6, 9, 10] that the problem of theoretical substantiation of prevention and correction concept of MSS functional disorders of youth in physical training process, taking into account biogeometric posture profile was not the subject of domestic and foreign scholars wide range studies and insufficiently researched in pedagogical theory.

Despite considerable theoretical achievements in the sphere of prevention and correction of MSS functional disorders of youth, the question of theoretical and methodological substantiation of corrective-preventive measures of above mentioned contingent taking into posture biogeometric profile level and physique type is not explored enough.

The ascertainment experiment data showed that traditional pedagogical tests use to assess functional MSS status of students was not sufficiently informative, but only attested general negative tendency to individual physical qualities level decrease. However, additional pedagogical tests, for example the Flamingo test for assessing the students’ bodies vertical resistance, showed statistically significant differences between testing results of first-year students compared to 2-3-year students [12, 13]. This was taken into account while planning the forming experiment.

Conclusions. For the first time there was substantiated the prevention and correction concept of musculoskeletal system functional disorders of student youth in physical training process, distinctive features of which is the management methodology construction, taking into account the individual features of students’ posture biogeometric profile, including theoretical and practical component. The practical component included corrective and preventive technologies.

The technology of students posture correction taking into account the detected state of its biogeometric profile includes three stages – preparatory, corrective and supportive, each of which solved the appropriate tasks and provided fifteen complexes of differently orientated exercises. The criteria of technology effectiveness include analysis of posture biogeometric profile level, body goniometry indicators and students physical fitness. An integral part of the developed technology is pedagogical control, which allows to observe, measure and evaluate the indicators of posture biogeometric profile, body goniometry, as well as physical preparedness of students in physical training process.

The technology of students structure correction in physical training process taking into account the state of their posture biogeometric profile level is based on the following structural components: organizational, diagnostic, methodological, control and correction, informational and resultative. The technology consists of preparatory, corrective, supportive stages, includes 5 blocks of physical exercises and information-methodological system.
“Perfectum corpus”. The multimedia informational-methodical system “Perfectum corpus” has been developed to increase students’ theoretical knowledge level and their motivation to exercise. The multimedia information and methodological system content is a structured amount of knowledge, consisting of pre-selected material in the form of separate modules. Theoretical module “Useful to Know” includes the following information: “Healthy Lifestyle”, “A healthy body makes a healthy spirit” and “Monitoring”. The module “Practice” contains data of athletic gymnastics means using, taking into account body type and students posture biogeometric profile state. The multimedia information and methodological system “Perfectum corpus” allows to integrate different types of information supply namely text, static and dynamic graphics, videos into a single complex, which allows student to become an active participant in physical training process. Bonus module of multimedia information and methodological system includes the following elements: “Interesting videos”, “Internet resources”, “Types of motor activity”.

The implementation of technologies can be carried out according to the following algorithm:

- the first algorithm step: analysis of corrective and preventive measures structure; definition of indicators of physical development and physical fitness, body type; screening of posture biogeometric profile level, indicators of students musculoskeletal system formation; definition of means, methods of physical training; informing students about research results; characterization of exercises, size and orientation of load, forms of students’ classes organization; conditions of implementation;
- the second step: planning of corrective and preventive measures, development of training programs in athletic gymnastics, content substantiation of exercise complexes of different biomechanical orientation;
- the third step: the experimental verification of influence of correction technologies means and methods on MSS functional disorders, the state level of posture biogeometric profile, students physique and physical fitness;
- the fourth step: development of practical recommendations on modern corrective-preventive technologies use taking into account the students’ motives.

Prospects for further research. The further research prospects are related to scientifically proven program development of student physique correction, taking into account posture biogeometric profile level.
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ПІВЕНЬ СТАНУ БІОГЕОМЕТРИЧНОГО ПРОФІЛЮ ПОСТАВИ СТУДЕНТІВ В ПРОЦЕСІ ФІЗИЧНОГО ВИХОВАННЯ

Інтенсифікація процесу навчання, психічне насичення та недостатній обсяг рухової активності обумовлює недостатній рівень фізичного стану студентського контингенту загалом та слабкість м’язового корсету зокрема. У той же час робоча діяльність студентів спеціальності “Музичне мистецтво” характеризується малозручною робочою позою, яка провокує тривале напруження м’язового корсету та, відповідно, ряд порушень постави. В процесі дослідження виявлено особливості стану біогеометричного профілю постави студентів дівчат I–IV курсів мистецьких спеціальностей, наступних спеціалізацій: акторське мистецтво, кіно фотоозвізма, теорія музики; вокал, хорове диригування; оркестрові духові та ударні інструменти, народні інструменти; фортепіано, оркестрові, струнні інструменти; хореографія. Встановлено, що залежно від курсу навчання рівень стану біогеометричного профілю постави дівчат має певні особливості. Найвіщий процент осіб із низьким рівнем стану біогеометричного профілю постави у дівчат спеціалізації “Фортепіано, оркестрові, струнні інструменти”. Отримані результати явились підґрунтям для розробки корекційної технології із
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